Caitlin Rose 
CAZIMI Press Highlights


"More than ever, she's a low-key master of shaping bewitching pop melodies that curl into subtle uncertainty and delivering them with a knowing twinkle and nervy, nimble phrasing...she's just released her new album into a radically altered landscape that ought to appreciate it more than ever.” – NPR Music 

“It’s resigned and callous and empathetic all at once, an auspicious alignment charted by one of our great songwriters, back at last.” - Pitchfork

“CAZIMI is the record Rose was born to make: a glorious swell of alt-country pop, heartbreak and hooks, with a Courtney Marie Andrews duet thrown in for good measure.” - The Guardian 

"[CAZIMI] both confirms that she’s one of the strongest songwriters in Nashville and suggests she’s eager to explore a new set of sounds.” – Slate

"She’s one of the sharpest songwriters in her scene, routinely penning head-turning lyrics and affixing them to melodies that leap from the speakers. Rose wields plain language deftly, in a way that mirrors the nuanced directness of her song structures. Her soft, erudite Texas drawl brims with an ever-shifting mix of aching vulnerability and ass-kicking resolve...On CAZIMI, her first album in nearly a decade, her songs are more vividly rendered than ever thanks to a band of Nashville stalwarts who know just how to bring Rose’s music to life." – Stereogum

"CAZIMI’s Technicolor swirl reminds me of ’90s Wilco, back when Tweedy and Bennett were writing either the poppiest rock songs or the rockingest pop songs and lacing them with a mix of sweeping strings and weeping pedal steel. I hear some Sheryl Crow and Aimee Mann in there too. Or given the fierce beauty of Rose’s post-Patsy Cline vocals, maybe this is what an album of Neko Case songs would sound like if produced by her New Pornographers bandmate A.C. Newman." – Stereogum

"On this record, she doesn't sound like she's trying to fit into any boxes; country rock songs like the Courtney Marie Andrews-assisted highlight ‘Getting It Right,’ folk songs like ‘Carried Away,’ and pop songs like ‘Modern Dancing’ all feel right at home on CAZIMI, and it all just sounds like Caitlin Rose being herself." – BrooklynVegan

“ [CAZIMI] is brewed to Americana perfection." - Paste

"While the characters on CAZIMI aren’t always at peace, it sounds like Rose is. Even as she experiments with new sounds, textures and situations, the country-rock queen remains a reliable source of genuine stories. Who knows when or if we’ll get another Caitlin Rose album, but it’s clear that no matter what direction her career takes, Rose will stick to her guns—even if that means racing confidently toward the sun." - Paste

“Almost ten years after her last album, Caitlin Rose returns as the melancholy master of roots pop. With CAZIMI, Rose’s soft, feathery vocal is back (and often doubled), delivering a witty inner monologue with sharp barbs and a soothing soundscape. It’s easy listening, but it hits like a hammer.” – Nashville Lifestyles 

“...her strongest album yet." - Americana Highways

"Across a dozen tracks, Rose excises her influences from Graham Parson and Emmylou Harris to Linda Ronstadt, but with enough originality to avoid simply sounding like a tribute artist." - Americana Highways

"The latest single, the stomping, sassy 'Nobody’s Sweetheart' finds the silver lining in the single life, with Rose musing in her knowing drawl, 'When you’re nobody’s sweetheart, you make the rules.' Even better, she adds, you’re 'nobody’s fool.’” - The New York Times

"A dramatic mix of baritone guitar and glockenspiel introduces 'Black Obsidian,' in which Rose tries to untangle what she could’ve handled differently in an unhealthy relationship.” - Rolling Stone

"'Nobody's Sweetheart' finds Rose trying to accept the cards she's been dealt. She embraces herself and the life she's cultivated wholly, rejecting the societal norms and expectations others may have.” - The Boot

“A dose of breezy, upbeat Americana.” - Brooklyn Vegan (about “Nobody’s Sweetheart”)

“A triumphant, Americana-tinged rock song that defies easy categorization (and definitely isn't just "country”).” - Brooklyn Vegan (about “Black Obsidian”)

"The upbeat tempo and shimmering guitar riffs on this track perfectly accompany Rose’s lyrics about the freedom she’s found in escaping social pressures, as she comes to terms with the limelight she found herself under following her debut run of projects.” - Nashville Scene (about “Nobody’s Sweetheart”)

"In Caitlin Rose’s new single “Black Obsidian,” the outstanding Nashville songsmith sings about forcing yourself to look closely at the cracks in a relationship and decide once and for all whether to patch them over or to end it.” - Nashville Scene

"Rose’s voice, crystalline and sweet, has been sorely missed, which makes CAZIMI feel like a reunion with an old friend, one who has been wounded and has picked up the pieces of a broken heart a time or two. Rose’s songs show someone who knows what she wants, accepts all parts of herself a little more, and has let go of the dead weight. Jordan Lehning’s production of CAZIMI is light on its feet, airy in all the right places, and thoughtful with Rose’s tenderest vocals. For her part, Rose can still deliver a radiant melancholy deep enough to get you choked up.” – No Depression  

"Rose has a pleasant voice that slides in and out of the instrumentation like a kid playing hide and go seek in the house on a rainy day. She sings the melodies (mostly) without catchy hooks so that the lyrics float on top of the instrumentation without giving the listener something on which to grab. The effect purposely blurs the distinctions between what is sung and what is heard. Think of the result as sort of a sonic impressionist painting. The blurring is intentional and purposeful.” – PopMatters

“A reflective song that wrestles between the need to let go and move on with the desire to create your own narrative obscuring a less-than-ideal reality.” - Glide (about “Black Obsidian”)
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